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Abstract . The evolution of dust particles in circum stellar disk-like
structures around protostars and young stellar objects is discussed. We
especially consider the coagulation of grains due to collisional agg
and the influence of this process on the optical properties of the parti-
cles. These dust opacities are important for both the derivation of the
circumstellar dust mass from submiilimetre continuum observations and
the dynamical behaviour of the disks.

We present first results of a numerical study of the coagulation of
dust grains in a turbulent protoplanetary accretion disk described by a
time-dependent one-dimensional (radial) "alpha" model. The influence of
grain opacity changes due to dust coagulation on the dynamical evolution
of a protostellar dUk is investigated. In addition, we consider the grain
motion in two-dimensional disks.

Introduction

Although the formation of plauctesimaJs in the protoplanetary accretion disk by
atxumulation of presolar particles or nebula condensates is generally accepted,
two completely different scenarios wore proposed: (1) Safronov (1969) and Gold-
reich &: Ward (1973) attributed the formation of planetesimals to gravitational
instabilities in a thin midplano dust layer of the disk. For this spontaneous pro-

t the physical or chemical properties of the dust grains are unimportant, but
the conditions in the nebula gas are crucial: the nebula gas has to be quiescent
to allow the sedi mention of the dust grains toward the disk's mid plane and hence
to form a dense dust layer, (2) However, it was argued that the solar nebula
was turbulent, and such turbulence would alter the above scenario considerably
(sees e+gM Volk et al. 1980). Even low random gas velocities are sufficient to
prevent the dust fayer from becoming gravitational^ unstable (Weidenschilling
1983). In this case, larger particles may form by the copulation or aggregation
of colliding grains. Mutual collisions between dust particles are caused by the
turbulence of the nebula gas or by differential settling and drifts of unequally
sized grains. Using the turbulence induced velocities calculated by Volk (1980),
Mizuno fit al. (1988) and Mizuno (1989) solved the coagulation equation and cal-
culated the time evolution of the dust mass spectra and the resulting Rosseland
mean opacities at a certain disk radius. Ruden & Pollack (1991) considered the
global evolution of protostellar nebulae assuming thermal convection as the only
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source of turbulence and hence viscosity. In their model, however, Uiey neglect
the growth of the dust grains. Weidenschilling & Cuzzi (10f)-i) calculated grain

ocities in the sula.r nebula arid deduced size spectra, i'or the dust aeKree.at.es,
Tlicy found that at least for an earlier stage of particle growth (/.*m to rn sizes),
sticking a.nd coagulation of particles are: the most likdv processes responsible for
the rapid pn'owth of" ust.

Within this approach, fundamental problems arc still unresolved: Tl lore if

no self-cons^tent treatment of the disk and dust evolution including the optical
properties of the particles available. In addition* one needs a two-dimensional
X X X r

treatment of the process including vertical and radial velocities. The question of
the influence of magnetic fields on charged grains is not answered. Furthermore,
a more comprehensive knowledge1 of the physics of the coagulation process is

2. Coagulation In a 1 I) Disk

2.1. Model Description

or the numerical simulation ol the evolution of dust grams in a turbulent pro
topleinctarv accretion disk, we developed a tirnc-dependent one-dimensional (ra
dial) alpha model (see ftuden & Pollack 1991). By calculating; simultaneously
the i nt.ee rod if fere ntial equation of the coagulation process («.e. Mrzuno tiL al.
19H8, Mizuno 1989), the growth of dust grains due to collision a 1
caused by relative velocities between the particles is taken into consideration.
The relative velocities rnav be induced bv thermal motion, tiirbultuic-o, and drift
motion. As initial dust distribution, we use a mass spectrum typical for the
diffuse intei'stellar medium. Coagulation of particles changes the opacities, and
the opacities on their part will influence the dynamical evolution of tUv pioto-
planetary accretion disk. The scheme of our numerical simulation program is
given in Figure 1. A detailed mathematical description of the model can be
found ul&ewherc (Sdirnitl el al. 10951.

1,1 Results

By the liydrodynarnic program, the different disk quantities needed as input
parameters for the coagulation equation were determined. For several periods
and disk radii, we calculated the mass distributions of coagulated grains con-
firming the power law dependences of these distributions, found by Mizuno et
al. (1988), for wide mass ranges. As an example, Figure 2 shows the evolution
of the dust mass distribution over a, period of H)4 years for the outer radius

x 1014 cm) of the protopta.neta.rv accretion disk. From these mass
we deicnniiicd the corresponding Rosseland iaean dust opacities. In Figure 3,
ihe mean opacity is plotted as a function of the temperature for the
initial mass spectrum and for spectra in 1 irnesteps of 10 yrs up to a total age
of 104 Yrs. The opacity values and the steepness of the temperature dependence
are lowered RS coagulation pror.rntJs. After a short period, t.hn opacity dncre?Lses
below the value where convective instability is possible. This means that the
further evolution of the disk ran not be driven by opacity induced convection.
For a more general discussion of tho influence of changes in the grain opacity
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Self-Consistent Model of Dust Evolution
in Early Protostellar Accretion Di sks
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due to (Just coagulation on the dynamical disk evolution, we ivfvt to the pa.()«r
by Schmitt ct al. (1995).

Grain Motion in a 2D Disk

As the ID radial model has no vertical structure, disk properties like tempera-
ture, density, and opacity are averaged over the total disk height- Vertical gas
ov dust velocities do uot exist at ail. On tUe other (mid, "vertical" coagula-
tion models are still ID models- The radial transport of matter is neglected
as it is the self-consistent time dependent disk evolution (see Weiden&diilJtng

- Therefore, we arc developing a 2.D hydrodynarnica! code with dust trans-
port and coagulation to get accurate values for the disk's local opacity. In this
manner, we have a feedback to the hydrodynarnical evolution. Starting with
a two-dimensional radiation hydrodyn am ical code for accretion disks (see Kley
1989), we get a flow pattern of gas motion with inflow, outflow, and convective

s. To this, we added A particle code which includes gravitational, iner-
tiil. and drag forces due to the gas, Hence, we are able to investigate relative
velocities and migration processes for grains with different sizes and fractal di-
melisions. Figure 4 shows the ability of an eddy in the accretion disk to torus
dust (dikk parameters: tt = \0~2*
the dust friction time is of the order of o^ times the overturn time of the eddy,

ma&s accretion ra.tf; =r- 10
2

- 7 yr i If

efficifint conrftntra.t.io» of grains is possible.
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Figure 3. Temperature
dependence of the Rosse-
land mean opacity for
the initial mass spectrum
(above; thick solid line)
and for spectra after a pe-
riod of 1,000,
years (below)

10,000

Figure 4. Tracks of 2
mm-sized dust grains in an
eddy with its center at R

1 AU at a half pressure
scale height. The overturn
time is 100 yr. The quan-
tity z is the distance from
the midplane
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